
Design is the planning that lays the basis for the making of every object or 

system. it can be used both as a noun and as a verb and, in a broader way, it means 

applied arts and engineering. as a verb, “to Design” refers to the process of 

originating and developing a plan for a product, structure, system, or component 

with intention. as a noun, “a Design” is used for either the final (solution) plan (e.g. 

proposal, drawing, model, description) or the result of implementing that plan in 

the form of the final product of a Design process. this classification aside, in its 

broadest sense no other limitations exist and the final product can be anything 

from clothing to graphical user interfaces to skyscrapers. even virtual concepts 

such as corporate identity and cultural traditions such as celebration of certain 

holidays are sometimes designed. more recently, processes (in general) have also 

been treated as products of design, giving new meaning to the term process  

Design. the person designing is called a designer, which is also a term used for 

people who work professionally in one of the various design areas, usually  

also specifying which area is being dealt with (such as a fashion designer,  

concept designer or web designer). designing often requires a designer to 

consider the aesthetic, functional, and many other aspects of an object or a 

process, which usually requires considerable research, thought, modeling, 

interactive adjustment, and re-design. with such a broad definition, there is no 

universal language or unifying institution for designers of all disciplines. this 

allows for many differing philosophies and approaches toward the subject 

however, serious study of design demands increased focus on the Design process.
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new wayS 
of Living

High Fidelity Canopy Multimedia Bed

The designers call it  
“the world’s most 
iconic bed”. With a 
built-in JVC state of 
the art sound system, 
PC by Microsoft, xBOx 
console with game 
and entertainment 
connected to a 
projector with hi-
definition images, 
games and movies  

a spin-off company of 
Delta Design Holding, 
specifically created  
for research in the 
design field. 
It comes in eight 
colours and costs 
around MOP450,000 
(taxes, installation and 
shipping costs are not 
included!)
Check out more details 
at: www.hi-can.com

(the screen slides up  
and down at the foot  
of the bed),  
automated blinds  
by Somfy that enclose 
the bed all round, 
adjustable mattresses 
made by Nottinblu  
and reading lights,  
don’t you think  
this is the perfect bed?
It was developed by 
Italian designer eduardo 
Carlino for Hi-Interiors, 
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